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The AC Optimal Power Flow (AC-OPF) determines the
most economical generation dispatch that meets the demands
while satisfying physical and engineering constraints [1]. It is
a non-convex and NP-hard [2] problem, and the building bock
of many applications, including security-constrained OPFs
(Monticelli et al. [3]), optimal transmission switching [4],
capacitor placement [5], expansion planning (Verma et al. [6]),
and security-constrained unit commitment [7].
This paper explores a Machine-Learning (ML) approach
to the AC-OPF. It is motivated by the recognition that the
integration of renewable energy in sub-transmission and distribution systems has introduced significant stochasticity in
front and behind the meter, making load profiles much harder
to predict and introducing significant variations in load and
generation. This uncertainty forces system operators to adjust
the generators’ setpoints with increasing frequency. However,
the resolution frequency to solve OPFs is limited by the ACOPF runtimes. As a result, system operators typically solve
OPF approximations such as the linearized DC model (DCOPF). While these approximations are more efficient computationally, their solutions may be sub-optimal and induce
substantial financial losses [8] or they may fail to satisfy the

physical and engineering constraints. An ML approach to the
AC-OPF is also promising for expansion planning and other
design problems, where plans are typically evaluated by solving a massive number of multi-year Monte-Carlo simulations
at 15-minute intervals [9], [10]. For computational reasons,
modern approaches recur to the linear DC-OPF approximation
and focus only on the scenarios considered most pertinent [9]
at the expense of the fidelity of the simulations. Adopting
ML to approximate AC-OPF solutions may fundamentally
increase the accuracy of these simulations by handling the
non-convexities and a larger collection of scenarios.
The ML approach explored in this paper approximates the
AC-OPF using a Deep Neural Network (DNN) model. This
approximation can be seen as an empirical risk minimization
problem. However, the resulting setpoints must also satisfy
the physical and engineering constraints that regulate power
flows, and these constraints introduce significant difficulties for
ML-based approaches, as shown in [11], [12]. To address this
challenge, this paper presents a DNN approach (OPF-DNN)
to the AC-OPF that borrows ideas from Lagrangian duality.
OPF-DNN models the learning task as the Lagrangian dual of
the empirical risk minimization problem under the AC-OPF
constraints.
The paper makes the following contributions. At the
methodological level, it shows how to model the physical
and engineering constraints of the AC-OPF during training
by combining Lagrangian duality and a DNN architecture.
This integration is a key element to produce AC-OPF approximations of high fidelity, that satisfy more than 99% of
the constraints and have small violations for the remaining
ones. At the conceptual level, this paper shows, for the
first time, that DNN architectures can provide high-fidelity
approximations for OPF problems with thousands of buses and
transmission lines, significantly expanding prior results. The
proposed framework is evaluated on real case studies based on
the French transmission system and is shown to produce highly
accurate AC-OPF approximations in a few milliseconds. The
paper is a revised and extended version of our conference
paper [13] with significant improvements in the algorithm
design, training procedures, and the application of OPF-DNN
to real-life case studies that are one order of magnitude larger
than those reported in the prior study.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Within the energy research landscape, DNN architectures
have mainly been adopted to predict exogenous factors affecting renewable resources, such as solar or wind. For instance,

Abstract—The AC Optimal Power Flow (AC-OPF) is a key
building block in many power system applications. It determines
generator setpoints at minimal cost that meet the power demands while satisfying the underlying physical and operational
constraints. It is non-convex and NP-hard, and computationally
challenging for large-scale power systems. Motivated by the
increased stochasticity in generation schedules and increasing
penetration of renewable sources, this paper explores a deep
learning approach to deliver highly efficient and accurate approximations to the AC-OPF. In particular, the paper proposes
an integration of deep neural networks and Lagrangian duality
to capture the physical and operational constraints. The resulting
model, called OPF-DNN, is evaluated on real case studies from
the French transmission system, with up to 3,400 buses and
4,500 lines. Computational results show that OPF-DNN produces,
in milliseconds, highly accurate AC-OPF approximations whose
costs are within 0.01% of optimality and which capture the
problem constraints with high fidelity.
Index Terms—Deep Learning; Optimal Power Flow; Lagrangian Dual
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Anwar et al. [14] uses a DNN-based system to predict wind
speed and adopt the predictions to schedule generation units
ahead of the trading period, and Boukelia et al. [15] studied
a DDN framework to predict the electricity costs of solar
power plants coupled with a fuel backup system and energy
storage. Chatziagorakis [16] studied the control of hybrid
renewable energy systems, using recurrent neural networks
to forecast weather conditions. Another power system area in
which DNNs have been adopted is that of security assessment:
Ince [17] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN)
model for real-time power system fault classification to detect
faulted power system voltage signals. Arteaga [18] proposed
a convolutional neural network to identify safe vs. unsafe
operating points to reduce the risks of a blackout. Donnot [19]
use a ResNet architecture to predict the effect of interventions
that reconnect disconnected transmission lines.
The literature on predicting the AC-OPF is much sparser.
A survey by Hasan et al. [20] summarize recent developments
in the area. Pan et al. [21] explore DNN architectures for
predicting DC-OPFs. Deka et al. [22] and Ng et al. [11] use a
DNN architecture to learn the set of active constraints. By
exploiting the linearity of the DC-OPF problem, once the
set of relevant active constraints is identified, an exhaustive
search can be used to find a solution that satisfies the active
constraints. While this strategy is efficient when the number
of active constraints is small, it becomes computationally
challenging when the number of active constraints increases.
Additionally, this strategy only applies to the DC-OPF. The
deep learning approach in [23] predicts voltages and flows
for the AC-OPF. However, this approach focuses on specific
operational constraints but ignores other physical and engineering constraints, and is only validated on test cases with
up to 600 buses. Zamzam and Baker [24] propose another
approach, which does not consider problem constraints and is
validated only on small test cases. The OPF-DNN approach
proposed in this paper is validated on large and realistic transmission grids from the French transmission system, and attains
higher prediction quality compared to existing approaches. The
approach predicts all the variables and models all physical
and engineering constraints through Lagrangian duality, and
provides validation results for case studies up to 3400 buses
and 4500 lines.
III. P RELIMINARIES
Variables are in lowercase, constants are denoted by dotted
symbols and vectors by bold symbols. The hat notation x̂
describes the prediction of a value x and } ¨ } is used to
denote the L1 -norm. The power flow equations are expressed
in terms of complex power of the form S “ pp`jqq, where
p and q denote active and reactive power, admittances of the
form Y “ pg ` jbq, where g and b denote the conductance
and susceptance, and voltages of the form V “ pv=θq, with
magnitude v and phase angle θ.
a) Optimal Power Flow: The Optimal Power Flow
(OPF) determines the least-cost generator dispatch that meets
the load (demand) in a power network. A power network is
viewed as a graph pN , Eq where the nodes N represent the set
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Model 1 AC Optimal Power Flow (AC-OPF)
Opp9 d , q9 d q “ argminpg ,v

ř
iPN

costppgi q

(1)

subject to:
v9 imin ď vi ď v9 imax
– θ9∆ ď θi – θj ď θ9∆

@i P N

p9 gi min ď pgi ď p9 gi max

@i P N

(3a)

q9ig min ď qig ď q9ig max
f 2
f max
ppfij q2 ` pqij
q ď S9 ij
pfij “ g9 ij vi2 –vi vj pb9 ij sinpθi –θj q ` g9 ij cospθi –θj qq
f
qij
“ –b9 ij vi2 –vi vj pg9 ij sinpθi –θj q–b9 ij cospθi –θj qq

@i P N

(3b)

pgi – p9 di “

ř

pfij

@i P N

(6a)

qig

ř

f
pijqPE qij

@i P N

(6b)

ij

–

q9id

@pijq P E (2b)

ij

“

pijqPE

(2a)

@pijq P E (4)
@pijq P E (5a)
@pijq P E (5b)

output: ppg , vq – The system operational parameters

Model 2 The Load Flow Model
minimize: }pg ´ p̂g }2 ` }v ´ v̂}2
subject to: (2a) ´ (6b)

(7)

of n buses and the edges E the set of e transmission lines. The
OPF constraints include physical and engineering constraints,
which are captured in the AC-OPF formulation of Model 1.
The model uses pg , and pd to denote, respectively, the vectors
of active power generation and load associated with each bus
and pf to describe the vector of active power flows associated
with each transmission line. Similar notations are used to
denote the vectors of reactive power q. Finally, the model
uses v and θ to describe the vectors of voltage magnitudes
and angles associated with each bus. The OPF takes as inputs
the loads pp9 d, q9 d q and the admittance matrix Y9 , with entries
g9 ij and b9 ij for each line pijq P E; It returns the active power
vector p of the generators, as well the voltage magnitude v
at the generator buses. The objective function (1) captures the
cost of the generator dispatch, and is typically expressed as a
linear or quadratic function. Constraints (2a) and (2b) restrict
the voltage magnitude and the phase angle differences within
their bounds. Constraints (3a) and (3b) enforce the generator
active and reactive output limits. Constraints (4) enforce the
line flow limits. Constraints (5a) and (5b) capture Ohm’s Law.
Finally, constraint (6a) and (6b) capture Kirchhoff’s Current
Law enforcing flow conservation.
b) Deep Learning Models: Supervised learning approximates a complex non-linear mapping from labeled data. Deep
neural networks (DNNs) are ML models composed of a
sequence of layers, each typically taking as inputs the results
of the previous layer [25]. Feed-forward neural networks are
basic DNNs where the layers are fully connected and the
function connecting the layers is given by
o “ πpW x ` bq,
where x P Rn is the input vector, o P Rm the output vector,
W P Rmˆn a weight matrix, and b P Rm a bias vector. The
function πp¨q is non-linear (e.g., a rectified linear unit (ReLU)).
The AC-OPF is an ideal candidate for supervised learning
for a number of reasons:
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1) Data availability: A large amount of historical training
data is available in industry.
2) Input pattern: The problem inputs are reasonably consistent, lie in specific intervals, and present spatial and temporal
correlations between individual components. These properties
make it possible to learn AC-OPFs without the need of a
dataset that is exponential w.r.t. the input size.
3) Speed: Once trained, a DNN can approximate the ACOPF extremely fast, as only matrix operations are needed and
GPU technology can be used. This opens a new realm of
applications for AC-OPF that were hitherto limited because
of computational challenges.
4) Difficult instances: In congested instances, the AC-OPF or
its approximations (e.g., the DC model) may need significantly
more time to produce a solution. This is not the case for a
DNN-based model. Moreover, it has been shown experimentally that AC-OPF approximations result to large optimality
gaps in real transmission systems [8]. These gaps do not occur
using a DNN approach, as shown in Section IX.
IV. OPF L EARNING G OALS
`
˘
Given loads pd , q d , the goal is to predict the control
setpoints ppg , vq of the generators. The resulting predictor,
called OPF-DNN, learns an OPF mapping O : R2n Ñ R2m ,
where n is the number of loads and m is the number of
generators. The input of the learning task is a dataset D “
d
d
g
pX , Yq “ tpx` , y` quN
`“1 , where x` “pp , q q and y` “ pp , vq
represents the `th observation of load demands and generator
setpoints that satisfy y` “ Opx` q. The output is a function Ô
that ideally would be the result of the optimization problem
minimize:

N
ÿ
`“1

Lo py` , Ôpx` qq

subject to: Cpx` , Ôpx` qq
where the loss function is specified by
´ v̂}
Lo py, ŷq “ loooomoooon
}pg ´ p̂g } ` }v
loomoon
Lp py,ŷq

(8)

Lv py,ŷq

and Cpx, yq holds if there exist voltage angles θ and reactive
power q g that produce a feasible solution to the OPF constraints with x “ ppd , q d q and y “ ppg , vq.
A baseline DNN model can obtained by ignoring the
problem constraints and minimizing the loss function. It will
produce an approximation Ô will typically not satisfy the OPF
constraints. A key challenge of the learning task is thus to
design a DNN that incorporate these constraints.
V. M ODELING THE OPF C ONSTRAINTS
To capture OPF constraints, this paper uses a Lagrangian
relaxation approach based on constraint violations [26] used
in generalized augmented Lagrangian relaxation [27]. The
Lagrangian relaxation of an optimization problem
minimize: f pxq
subject to: hpxq “ 0
gpxq ď 0

is given by minimizef pxq ` λh hpxq ` λg gpxq where λh
and λg ě 0 are the Lagrangian multipliers. In contrast, the
violation-based Lagrangian relaxation is
minimize: f pxq ` λh |hpxq| ` λg maxp0, gpxqq
with λh , λg ě 0. In other words, the traditional Lagrangian
relaxation exploits the satisfiability degrees of constraints,
whereas the violation-based Lagrangian relaxation is expressed
in terms of violation degrees. The satisfiability degree of a
constraint measures how well the constraint is satisfied, with
negative values representing the slack and positive values
representing violations. The violation degree is always nonnegative and represents how much the constraint is violated.
More formally, the satisfiability degree of a constraint c : Rn Ñ
Bool is a function σc : Rn Ñ R such that cpxq holds whenever
σc pxq ď 0. The violation degree of a constraint c is a function
νc : Rn Ñ R` such that cpxq holds whenever νc pxq ” 0. For
instance, for a linear constraints cpxq of type Ax ě b, the
satisfiability degree is defined as
σc pxq ” b ´ Ax
and the violation degrees for inequality and equality constraints are specified by
νcě pxq “ max p0, σc pxqq

νc“ pxq “ |σc pxq| .

Although the resulting term is not differentiable (but admits subgradients), computational experiments indicated that
violation degrees are more appropriate for predicting OPFs
than satisfiability degrees. Observe also that an augmented
Lagrangian method uses both the satisfiability and violation
degrees in its objective.
To define the violation degrees of the AC-OPF constraints,
the baseline model needs to be extended to predict the reactive
power dispatched q g and the voltage angles θ. Given the predicted values v̂, θ̂, p̂g , and q̂ g , the constraints can be captured
naturally in terms of satisfiability and violation degrees. For
instance, the satisfiability degree of a constraint in (4) can be
expressed as
f
f 2
max
σ4 pp̃fij , q̃ij
q “ pp̃fij q2 ` pq̃ij
q ´ S9 ij

for all pijq P E and the violation degree becomes
1 ÿ ě`
f ˘
νc σ4 pp̃fij , q̃ij
q .
ν4 pp̃f, q̃ f q “
e
pijqPE

VI. O BJECTIVE
The loss function used to train OPF-DNN can now be
derived systematically. First, the loss is augmented to consider
the predictions of voltage phase angles and the reactive power
of generators, since these are required to compute the violation
degrees associated with the OPF constraints. The resulting loss
function Lo py, ŷq is:
g
g
}v
´ v̂} ` }θ
´ θ̂} ` }p
´ p̂g } ` }q
´ q̂ g }.
loomoon
loomoon
loooomoooon
loooomoooon
Lv py,ŷq

Lθ py,ŷq

Lp py,ŷq

(9)

Lq py,ŷq

It minimizes the mean L1 -error between the optimal voltage
and generator settings y and their predictions ŷ.
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Lp ⌫3a

Lq ⌫3b

p̂g

q̂ g

<latexit sha1_base64="lu/nlT/dz0w+8y13O1fA29HlKrs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0s0l3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hobua3nlBpHstHM0nQj+hA8pAzaqzU7sq0l13Saa9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI56r/zV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOC11U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx+75ScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE974GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY86XOFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LmRdVzq97DVaV2m8dRhBM4hXPw4BpqcA91aAADAc/wCm/O2Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8J1o/0</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sXTgd5UZje3pYklG/ZikUDJ6tiM=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlRQZdFNy4r2Ae2Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDP8C9W/0Fd+LWz/AP/AzTdgTbeiBwOOdezs0JE8608bwvp7Cyura+Udx0t7Z3dvdK+wcNHaeK0DqJeaxaIdaUM0nrhhlOW4miWIScNsPhzcRvPlKlWSzvzSihgcB9ySJGsLHSQ0em3ew8HLtut1T2Kt4UaJn4OSlDjlq39N3pxSQVVBrCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF07HZSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsunFY3RilR6KYmWfNGiq/t3IsNB6JEI7KbAZ6EVvIv7ntVMTXQUZk0lqqCSzoCjlyMRo8n3UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGFvSXEoofgNsNf5iEcukcVbxvYp/d1GuXuclFeEIjuEUfLiEKtxCDepAQMIzvMCr8+S8Oe/Ox2y04OQ7hzAH5/MHL36ZPw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PtVTSN8iXIjtAuZ5Q/SIf+S+lA0=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiwcPFewHtKFstpt26WY37m4KJeR3ePGgiFd/jDf/jZs2B219MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUVvLRBHaIpJL1Q2wppwJ2jLMcNqNFcVRwGknmNzmfmdKlWZSPJpZTP0IjwQLGcHGSn7aJ5ij+2yQxlllUK25dXcOtEq8gtSgQHNQ/eoPJUkiKgzhWOue58bGT7EyjHCaVfqJpjEmEzyiPUsFjqj20/nRGTqzyhCFUtkSBs3V3xMpjrSeRYHtjLAZ62UvF//zeokJr/2UiTgxVJDFojDhyEiUJ4CGTFFi+MwSTBSztyIyxgoTY3PKQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9h8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACAk/wDK/w5kydF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT5akb0=</latexit>

✓ˆ
<latexit sha1_base64="cdqnKEXSCs0RvXWWVhQ1H2GtBd8=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCbYUmlMl00gydScLMjRBC/sK9W/0Fd+LWH/AP/AynbQTbeuDC4Zx7OZcTpJwpcJwvo7a2vrG5Vd82d3b39g+sw6OeSjJJaJckPJEPAVaUs5h2gQGnD6mkWASc9oPJzdTvP1KpWBLfQ55SX+BxzEJGMGhpaDW8CEPhBaLwIKKAy9I0h1bTaTkz2KvErUgTVegMrW9vlJBM0BgIx0oNXCcFv8ASGOG0NL1M0RSTCR7TgaYxFlT5xez50j7VysgOE6knBnum/r0osFAqF4HeFBgitexNxf+8QQbhlV+wOM2AxmQeFGbchsSeNmGPmKQEeK4JJpLpX20SYYkJ6L4WUgLxG6CrcZeLWCW985brtNy7i2b7uiqpjo7RCTpDLrpEbXSLOqiLCMrRM3pBr8aT8Wa8Gx/z1ZpR3TTQAozPH40ZncU=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="3zAHq9QHMSGuPvgoy8XRZPm6k70=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcELYM2lhHMA7KbMDuZTYbMzC4zs0JYtvYXbLW3E1u/w9YvcZJsYRIPXDiccy/ncsKEM21c99tZW9/Y3Nou7ZR39/YPDitHxy0dp4rQJol5rDoh1pQzSZuGGU47iaJYhJy2w/Hd1G8/UaVZLB/NJKGBwEPJIkawsVLPH2GT+aHIkjzvDfuVqltzZ0CrxCtIFQo0+pUffxCTVFBpCMdadz03MUGGlWGE07zsp5ommIzxkHYtlVhQHWSzr3N0bpUBimJlRxo0U/9eZFhoPRGh3RTYjPSyNxX/87qpiW6CjMkkNVSSeVCUcmRiNK0ADZiixPCJJZgoZn9FZIQVJsYWtZASirxsS/GWK1glrcua59a8h6tq/baopwSncAYX4ME11OEeGtAEAgpe4BXenGfn3flwPuera05xcwILcL5+AbIimZU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u2/8fZLfGho+GeXmTQfEshx70FE=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KjMi6LLoxoWLCvYBbS2ZNNOGJpkxyQhlmE9w71Z/wZ249SP8Az/DtB3Bth64cDjnXs7lBDFn2njel7O0vLK6tl7YcDe3tnd2i3v7dR0litAaiXikmgHWlDNJa4YZTpuxolgEnDaC4dXYbzxSpVkk78woph2B+5KFjGBjpfu0TTBHN1k3fchct1sseWVvArRI/JyUIEe1W/xu9yKSCCoN4Vjrlu/FppNiZRjhNHPbiaYxJkPcpy1LJRZUd9LJ1xk6tkoPhZGyIw2aqH8vUiy0HonAbgpsBnreG4v/ea3EhBedlMk4MVSSaVCYcGQiNK4A9ZiixPCRJZgoZn9FZIAVJsYWNZMSiN8AW40/X8QiqZ+Wfa/s356VKpd5SQU4hCM4AR/OoQLXUIUaEFDwDC/w6jw5b8678zFdXXLymwOYgfP5A1DJmvQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="I+u8INZeg1jpvd65L9UmSsiYarc=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tJNsAiuSiKCLotuXFawD2himUwn7dCZSZyZFErIR7h3q7/gTtz6Cf6Bn+G0jWBbD1w4nHMv53LChFGlXffLWlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/btg8OmilOJSQPHLJbtECnCqCANTTUj7UQSxENGWuHwZuK3RkQqGot7PU5IwFFf0IhipI3UtW1/gHTmhzx7zPOHfrnctStu1Z3CWSZeQSpQoN61v/1ejFNOhMYMKdXx3EQHGZKaYkbysp8qkiA8RH3SMVQgTlSQTT/PnVOj9JwolmaEdqbq34sMcaXGPDSbHOmBWvQm4n9eJ9XRVZBRkaSaCDwLilLm6NiZ1OD0qCRYs7EhCEtqfnXwAEmEtSlrLiXkvwGmGm+xiGXSPK96btW7u6jUrouSSnAMJ3AGHlxCDW6hDg3AMIJneIFX68l6s96tj9nqilXcHMEcrM8fDrKcaw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TeUomNgukmwT8tDj45eABWPfiyc=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLSq4cTNahApSEhF0WXTjsoK9QBPLZDJph84kcWYilNjncO9WX8GduHXtG/gYTtoItvXAgY//nMN/+L2YUaks68soLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+b2TlNGicCkgSMWibaHJGE0JA1FFSPtWBDEPUZa3uAqm7ceiJA0Cm/VMCYuR72QBhQjpaWuuVdxPJ7GozvfOTiBGd9rPu6aZatqjQvOg51DGeRV75rfjh/hhJNQYYak7NhWrNwUCUUxI6OSk0gSIzxAPdLRGCJOpJuO/x/BI634MIiE7lDBsfr3IkVcyiH39CZHqi9nZ5n436yTqODCTWkYJ4qEeGIUJAyqCGZhQJ8KghUbakBYUP0rxH0kEFY6sikXj/8a6Gjs2SDmoXlata2qfXNWrl3mIRXBPjgEFWCDc1AD16AOGgCDR/AMXsCr8WS8Ge/Gx2S1YOQ3u2CqjM8f5waebg==</latexit>

⌫6a ⌫6b
<latexit sha1_base64="t7iibEvmQHV8rNJCFdizw2mi23Y=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxYV0W3bisYB/YDiWTZtrQJDMkGaEM/QD3bvUX3IlbP8M/8DNM2xFs64HA4Zx7OTcnTDjTxvO+nMLa+sbmVnHb3dnd2z8oHR41dZwqQhsk5rFqh1hTziRtGGY4bSeKYhFy2gpHN1O/9UiVZrG8N+OEBgIPJIsYwcZKD12Z9rLLcOK6vVLZq3gzoFXi56QMOeq90ne3H5NUUGkIx1p3fC8xQYaVYYTTidtNNU0wGeEB7VgqsaA6yGYXT9CZVfooipV90qCZ+ncjw0LrsQjtpMBmqJe9qfif10lNdBVkTCapoZLMg6KUIxOj6fdRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxJCymh+A2w1fjLRayS5kXF9yr+nVeuXeclFeEETuEcfKhCDW6hDg0gIOEZXuDVeXLenHfnYz5acPKdY1iA8/kDMxiZPg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bDArzIRPJYhLHSAyG9gDXkw9FHk=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vquDGTbAIrsqMC3VZdOOyBfvAdqiZNNOGJpkhyQhl6Ae4d6u/4E7c+hluXPsZpg/Bth4IHM65l3NzwoQzbTzv01laXlldW89tuJtb2zu7+b39mo5TRWiVxDxWjRBrypmkVcMMp41EUSxCTuth/3rk1x+o0iyWt2aQ0EDgrmQRI9hY6a4l03Z2Hg5dt50veEVvDLRI/CkplA4rX/cAUG7nv1udmKSCSkM41rrpe4kJMqwMI5wO3VaqaYJJH3dp01KJBdVBNr54iE6s0kFRrOyTBo3VvxsZFloPRGgnBTY9Pe+NxP+8ZmqiyyBjMkkNlWQSFKUcmRiNvo86TFFi+MASTBSztyLSwwoTY0uaSQnFb4Ctxp8vYpHUzoq+V/QrtqMrmCAHR3AMp+DDBZTgBspQBQISnuAZXpxH59V5c94no0vOdOcAZuB8/ADrXpsj</latexit>
sha1_base64="9FoodhJhuDe+xLXmosD5fiBMq/8=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vquDGTbAIrsqMC3VZ6sZlC/aBbSmZNNOGJpkhyQhl6Ae4d6t/IO7EreBPuHHtZ5g+BNt6IHA4517OzQlizrTxvE9naXlldW09s+Fubm3v7Gb39qs6ShShFRLxSNUDrClnklYMM5zWY0WxCDitBf2rkV+7o0qzSN6YQUxbAnclCxnBxkq3TZm00/Ng6LrtbM7Le2OgReJPSa5wWP5iz8WPUjv73exEJBFUGsKx1g3fi00rxcowwunQbSaaxpj0cZc2LJVYUN1KxxcP0YlVOiiMlH3SoLH6dyPFQuuBCOykwKan572R+J/XSEx42UqZjBNDJZkEhQlHJkKj76MOU5QYPrAEE8XsrYj0sMLE2JJmUgLxG2Cr8eeLWCTVs7zv5f2y7agIE2TgCI7hFHy4gAJcQwkqQEDCAzzCk3PvvDivzttkdMmZ7hzADJz3H2LWnN8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aHAKvivaFsrP9IXhEN4kZln3bxQ=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0s0l3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hobua3nlBpHstHM0nQj+hA8pAzaqzU7sq0l13Raa9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI56r/zV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOC11U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx+75ScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE974GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY86XOFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LmRdVzq97DZaV2m8dRhBM4hXPw4BpqcA91aAADAc/wCm/O2Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8OaI/3</latexit>

✓ˆ
v̂

(p̃f, q̃ f )

<latexit sha1_base64="cdqnKEXSCs0RvXWWVhQ1H2GtBd8=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vaJdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCbYUmlMl00gydScLMjRBC/sK9W/0Fd+LWH/AP/AynbQTbeuDC4Zx7OZcTpJwpcJwvo7a2vrG5Vd82d3b39g+sw6OeSjJJaJckPJEPAVaUs5h2gQGnD6mkWASc9oPJzdTvP1KpWBLfQ55SX+BxzEJGMGhpaDW8CEPhBaLwIKKAy9I0h1bTaTkz2KvErUgTVegMrW9vlJBM0BgIx0oNXCcFv8ASGOG0NL1M0RSTCR7TgaYxFlT5xez50j7VysgOE6knBnum/r0osFAqF4HeFBgitexNxf+8QQbhlV+wOM2AxmQeFGbchsSeNmGPmKQEeK4JJpLpX20SYYkJ6L4WUgLxG6CrcZeLWCW985brtNy7i2b7uiqpjo7RCTpDLrpEbXSLOqiLCMrRM3pBr8aT8Wa8Gx/z1ZpR3TTQAozPH40ZncU=</latexit>
<latexit

Kirchoﬀ’s Current Law

<latexit sha1_base64="U1t7G7+TfUMxPqmS8eh0vc1BXTo=">AAACJXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3o0WpICURQZdFNy4r2Ac0sUwmk3ZwJokzE6GE/oH/4d6t/oI7EVy59TOctBH68MDA4Zx7OXeOFzMqlWV9GYWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pyigRmDRwxCLR9pAkjIakoahipB0LgrjHSMu7v8r81iMRkkbhrRrExOWoF9KAYqS01DWPKo6izCep4/E0Hg7vAmf/BE5oD5l23DXLVtUaAc4TOydlkKPeNX8cP8IJJ6HCDEnZsa1YuSkSimJGhiUnkSRG+B71SEfTEHEi3XT0nyE81IoPg0joFyo4Uic3UsSlHHBPT3Kk+nLWy8T/vE6iggs3pWGcKBLicVCQMKgimJUDfSoIVmygCcKC6lsh7iOBsNIVTqV4/C9AV2PPFjFPmqdV26raN2fl2mVeUhHsgQNQATY4BzVwDeqgATB4Ai/gFbwZz8a78WF8jkcLRr6zC6ZgfP8C4Pel3g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="K0QTHJ00o/sGKATf/bV8mX3+8Vg=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUATy2Q6aYfOTMLMpFBCPsG9W/0Fd+LWj/AP/AynbQTbeuDC4Zx7OZcTJowq7bpfVmltfWNzq7xt7+zu7R9UDo9aKk4lJk0cs1h2QqQIo4I0NdWMdBJJEA8ZaYej26nfHhOpaCwe9CQhAUcDQSOKkTbSoz9EOvNDno3z3LZ7lapbc2dwVolXkCoUaPQq334/xiknQmOGlOp6bqKDDElNMSO57aeKJAiP0IB0DRWIExVks69z58wofSeKpRmhnZn69yJDXKkJD80mR3qolr2p+J/XTXV0HWRUJKkmAs+DopQ5OnamFTh9KgnWbGIIwpKaXx08RBJhbYpaSAn5b4CpxlsuYpW0LmqeW/PuL6v1m6KkMpzAKZyDB1dQhztoQBMwSHiGF3i1nqw36936mK+WrOLmGBZgff4ACk6bZg==</latexit>

⌫4 ⌫5a ⌫5b
<latexit sha1_base64="Q3M2xCha767eclz/jiudix/i3tM=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZmRgi6LblxWsA9ph5JJM21okhmSjFCG7t271V9wJ279Df/AzzBtR7CtBwKHc+7l3Jww4Uwbz/tyCmvrG5tbxW13Z3dv/6B0eNTUcaoIbZCYx6odYk05k7RhmOG0nSiKRchpKxzdTP3WI1WaxfLejBMaCDyQLGIEGys9dGXay6oT1+2Vyl7FmwGtEj8nZchR75W+u/2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkyrAwjnE7cbqppgskID2jHUokF1UE2O3iCzqzSR1Gs7JMGzdS/GxkWWo9FaCcFNkO97E3F/7xOaqKrIGMySQ2VZB4UpRyZGE1/j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjO1pICcVvgK3GXy5ilTQvKr5X8e+q5dp1XlIRTuAUzsGHS6jBLdShAQQEPMMLvDpPzpvz7nzMRwtOvnMMC3A+fwBrnJjU</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="de9HIGnGrWFA9TTFGcIrF46luNU=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZkRRZdFNy4r2Ae2Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDP8C9W/0Fd+LWz/AP/AzTdgTbeiBwOOdezs0JE8608bwvp7Cyura+Udx0t7Z3dvdK+wcNHaeK0DqJeaxaIdaUM0nrhhlOW4miWIScNsPhzcRvPlKlWSzvzSihgcB9ySJGsLHSQ0em3ewCj123Wyp7FW8KtEz8nJQhR61b+u70YpIKKg3hWOu27yUmyLAyjHA6djuppgkmQ9ynbUslFlQH2fTiMTqxSg9FsbJPGjRV/25kWGg9EqGdFNgM9KI3Ef/z2qmJroKMySQ1VJJZUJRyZGI0+T7qMUWJ4SNLMFHM3orIACtMjC1pLiUUvwG2Gn+xiGXSOKv4XsW/Oy9Xr/OSinAEx3AKPlxCFW6hBnUgIOEZXuDVeXLenHfnYzZacPKdQ5iD8/kDMR2ZQA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dx7YPV7LFbT0PgepDOWDsc7ujfY=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZkRRZdFNy4r2Ae2Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDP8C9W/0Fd+LWz/AP/AzTdgTbeiBwOOdezs0JE8608bwvp7Cyura+Udx0t7Z3dvdK+wcNHaeK0DqJeaxaIdaUM0nrhhlOW4miWIScNsPhzcRvPlKlWSzvzSihgcB9ySJGsLHSQ0em3ewiHLtut1T2Kt4UaJn4OSlDjlq39N3pxSQVVBrCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF07HZSTRNMhrhP25ZKLKgOsunFY3RilR6KYmWfNGiq/t3IsNB6JEI7KbAZ6EVvIv7ntVMTXQUZk0lqqCSzoCjlyMRo8n3UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGFvSXEoofgNsNf5iEcukcVbxvYp/d16uXuclFeEIjuEUfLiEKtxCDepAQMIzvMCr8+S8Oe/Ox2y04OQ7hzAH5/MHMrqZQQ==</latexit>

Ohm’s Law

F g 1 The OPF-DNN Mode Each ayer s fu y connec ed w h ReLU ac va on Wh e boxes correspond o npu ensors
dark-co ored boxes correspond o ou pu ayers Loss componen s and v o a on degrees are shown as wh e rec ang es

Moreover he ob ec ve func on nc udes he Lagrang an
re axa on ha uses he v o a on degrees of he phys ca and
eng neer ng cons ra n s G ven he se C of OPF cons ra n s
he assoc a ed oss s cap ured by he express on
ÿ
Lc px ŷq “
λc νc px ŷq
cPC

where νc px ŷq s he v o a on degree of cons ra n c for npu
x and pred c on ŷ The mode oss func on sums hese wo
erms e
Lpx y ŷq “ Lo py ŷq ` Lc px ŷq

I rema ns o de erm ne appropr a e Lagrang an mu p ers
wh ch can be ach eved by so v ng he Lagrang an dua
LD “ max LRpλq
λ

The OPF-DNN ra n ng so ves he Lagrang an dua hrough
a subgrad en me hod
compu es a sequence of mu p ers λ1
λk
by so v ng a sequence of ra n ngs
LRpλ0 q
LRpλk´1 q
and ad us ng he mu p ers usng cons ra n v o a ons e
wk`1 “ argm n Lrλk spx y Ôrwk spxqq
´ w
¯
k`1
λ
“ λkc ` ρ νc px Ôrwk`1 spxqq c P C

(L1)
(L2)

VII T HE N ETWORK A RCH TECTURE
The OPF-DNN arch ec ure s ou ned n F gure 1 I s
npu s are oad vec ors ppd q d q The ne work has four bas c
un s composed of fu y connec ed ayers w h ReLU ac va ons Each subne work pred c s a arge var ab e vo age
magn ude v̂ phase ang e θ̂ ac ve power genera on p̂g and
reac ve power genera on q̂ g The pred c ons for he vo age
magn ude v̂ and ang e θ̂ are used o compu e he oad flows
pp̃f q̃ fq as us ra ed n he bo om of F gure 1 Pred c ng he
va ues pp̃f q̃ fq nd rec y s benefic a for wo reasons F rs a
d rec pred c on wou d requ re add ona componen s n he
neura ne work opo ogy grea y ncreas ng s comp ex y s
ra n ng me and memory u za on These are of cr ca
mpor ance for sca ng o arge-sca e power sys ems Second
exper men a resu s nd ca ed ha nd rec flow pred c ons
may ncrease he overa accuracy of he pred c ons
VIII L AGRANG AN D UAL TY
Le Ôrws be he resu ng OPF-DNN w h we gh s w and
e Lrλs be he oss func on parame r zed by he Lagrang an
mu p ers λ “ tλc ucPC The ra n ng a ms a find ng he
we gh s w ha m n m ze he oss func on for a g ven se
of Lagrang an mu p ers e
compu es
LRpλq “ m n Lrλspx y Ôrwspxqq
w

A gor thm 1: The Tra n ng of OPF-DNN
nput: D “ pX Yq Tra n ng da a
α ρ uλ Parame ers
1
n
1 λc Ð λc
@c P C
2 for epoch k “ 1 2
do
3
ŷ Ð Ôrwspxq ř
4
Lo pŷ yq Ð 1b `P b Lv py` ŷ` q ` Lθ py` ŷ` q`
Lp py` ŷ` q ` Lq py` ŷ` q
ř
ř
5
Lc px ŷq Ð 1b `P b cPC λkc νc px` ŷ` q
6
ω Ð ω ´ α∇ω pLo pŷ yq ` Lc px ŷqq
7
λk`1 Ð λk
8
f k mod uλ “ 0 then
9
for c P C do
10
λk`1
Ð λkc ` ρνc px ŷq
c

The overa ra n ng scheme s presen ed n A gor hm 1
I akes as npu he ra n ng da ase D he op m zer s ep
s ze α ą 0 he Lagrang an s ep s ze ρ ą 0 and he
parame er uλ The Lagrang an mu p ers are n a zed n ne
1 The ra n ng s performed for a fixed number of epochs
The Lagrang an mu p ers are on y upda ed af er every uλ
epochs wh ch a ows an accura e approx ma on of (L1) o
be compu ed before he upda ng s ep Af er pred c ng he
vo age and genera on power quan es ( ne 3) he ob ec ve
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|N |

|E|

l

g

89
118
300
403
1,737
3,411

210
186
411
550
2,350
4,499

35
99
201
538
1,731
3,273

12
54
69
115
290
771

TABLE I: The power system networks.

and constraint losses are computed (lines 4 and 5). The
constraint losses use the Lagrangian multipliers λk . The model
weights are updated in line 6. Finally, every uλ epochs, the
Lagrangian multipliers are updated (line 10).
IX. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Dataset Generation and ML Models
OPF-DNN is evaluated on real-world network instances
from RTE, the French transmission operator, as well as from
the NESTA library[28] for context. Table I shows the network
names and some of their characteristics. The test cases MSR,
France EHV, and France_Lyon correspond to configurations of sub-networks of the French Transmission system.
MSR (Marseille Sous Realtor) is the South-East region of
France, which is challenging from an operational standpoint
due to voltage issues. France_EHV describes the EHV level
of the French system, and France_Lyon is the EHV level
of the French system with a more detailed network for the
Lyon region. This last network has 3,411 buses, 4,499 lines or
transformers, 3,273 loads, and 771 generators at bus-branch
representation for OPF studies.
The datasets used for training and testing OPF-DNN are
generated as follows. Initially, for each load ppd , q d q, lower
and upper bounds are randomly generated from two uniform distributions U(0.8`0 , 0.9`0 ) and U(1.1`0 , 1.2`0 ), where
`0 “ pp0 d , q0 d q is the nominal load. Then, starting from their
lower bounds, the loads are uniformly increased towards their
corresponding upper bounds. Due to the different bounds for
each load, some loads have larger variations than others. In
addition, for each such snapshot, uncorrelated noise is added to
each load separately. In some cases, the network becomes too
congested and the AC-OPF (Model 1) may become infeasible,
in which case the snapshot is discarded. Therefore, each
training data point consists of a load snapshot and its AC-OPF
solution. The characteristics of the resulting datasets represent
realistic load profiles: the uniform load increase and the fixed
active/reactive power ratio represent the typical behavior for
aggregated demand in a given geographical region. Randomly
perturbing each individual load in an uncorrelated fashion
would produce unrealistic load profiles. The datasets were
generated by solving AC-OPFs with the Julia package PowerModels.jl [29] and the nonlinear solver IPOPT [30] using
Intel 2.5 GHz-i7 CPUs and 16GBs of RAM.
B. Machine-Learning Models
The experimental results consider three versions of OPFDNN (Algorithm 1) specified by three sets of values for the
hyperparameters λinit and ρ:

MB pλinit “ 0, ρ “ 0q: the base model that ignores the OPF
constraints.
init
‚ MC pλ
“ 1, ρ “ 0q: the base model with constraint
violations in the objective but no updates of Lagrangian
multipliers.
D
init
‚ MC pλ
“ 0, ρq: the proposed OPF-DNN.
The ML models were implemented in Python 3.0 using
PyTorch [31]. The training was performed using NVidia Tesla
V100 GPUs with 16 GB of memory, and the Adam optimizer
with learning rate lr “ 10´4 and a maximum of 50000
epochs. The Lagrangian step size ρ is set to a value in the
interval r10´4 , 10´2 s and the multipliers are updated every
1000 ´ 5000 epochs. These hyperparameters were tuned for
each benchmark. The evaluation study uses a 80{20 train-test
split and reports results only on the test set. For all test cases,
the dataset size N was set to 2000.
‚

C. Model Comparison
Figure 2 displays, for each learning algorithm, the convergence
of the training procedure for voltage magnitudes, active power
generations, and active flows on the topologies of the French
transmission system. It reports the maximum average error
for buses, generators, and branches over all training instances.
The figure highlights that MC fails to converge to a satisfying
point for the three predictions. This behavior is due to the nonconvex part of the loss function stemming from constraints
(5a) and (5b). The error for each such constraints is extremely
large (103 in p.u., on average), leading to exploding gradients
and an inefficient training procedure. In contrast, MB and
MD
C exhibit similar convergence profiles for voltage and active
power values. However, MD
C enjoys stronger convergence
behaviors for branch flows, which are indirectly predicted
through Ohm’s law. The more accurate prediction of branch
flows is crucial to satisfy the AC-OPF constraints.
D. Prediction Errors
The predictive accuracy of OPF-DNN is assessed by comparing the directly predicted values pv̂, θ̂, p̂g , q̂ g q, as well as
the indirectly predicted value p̂f , to their respective ground
truth values pv, θ, pg , q g , pf q. Figure 3 depicts the absolute
errors for voltage magnitude v, active generation p, and active
flow pf for the French benchmarks. To communicate the
results more clearly, the buses, generators, and branches are
sorted in ascending orders of their mean ground-truth values.
The figure reports the mean L1 -error over the test cases as
well as intervals that capture 95% of the test cases errors.
For the voltage magnitudes, the mean error is under 0.1% of
the nominal value. For the active power, the mean error is
extremely low and, in almost all cases, well below 1% of the
nominal value. The intervals indicate that there are some cases
with larger errors. These cases are instances with large loads,
which induce significant changes in solution values. Adding
more instances in these operating regions would improve
results. Finally, OPF-DNN yields extremely low errors (well
under 1%) for the indirectly predicted active flows for lines
carrying large flows (typically 90% of the lines). For lines
with small flows, although the absolute error is still very low,
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Fig. 2: Convergence analysis for MB , MC , MD
C on the French Transmission System topologies.
it is larger in percentage, as the training minimizes the error in
absolute scale (but not in relative scale). Branch errors can be
strongly correlated with their impedance values, as impedance
values directly affect the power flows (indirect) predictions.
Table II reports comprehensive results on the absolute errors.
1
For each quantity x, it reports the value mN
||x ´ x̂||1 , where
m is the number of buses, generators, or branches. The results
are consistent across all the benchmarks and demonstrate the
high accuracy of the OPF-DNN predictions.
Test Case
89 pegase
118 ieee
300 ieee
MSR
France EHV
France Lyon

v̂

θ̂

p̂g

q̂ g

p̂f

q̂ f

0.025
0.009
0.006
0.002
0.012
0.025

0.005
0.004
0.020
0.001
0.008
0.005

0.585
0.013
0.183
0.007
0.032
0.098

0.425
0.016
0.068
0.005
0.104
0.093

0.152
0.035
0.152
0.039
0.146
0.087

0.353
0.059
0.101
0.066
0.099
0.153

TABLE II: Mean prediction errors in kV, degrees, MW, MVA
for v̂, θ̂, pp̂g , p̂f q, pq̂ g , q̂ f ), respectively.

E. Feasibility Errors
It is important to study how the predictions
pv̂, θ̂, p̂g , q̂ g , p̂f q sastify the OPF constraints. There are
no violations due to constraints (5a) and (5b) since these

Test Case

(2a)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)

89 pegase
118 ieee
300 ieee
MSR
France EHV
France Lyon

99.9
99.9
98.7
99.8
99.7
99.8

99.8
99.7
98.3
99.6
99.2
99.8

98.8
99.8
98.9
99.9
99.7
99.9

99.9
100.0
99.7
100.0
100.0
100.0

TABLE III: Percentage of bound constraints satisfied.

equations (Ohm’s law) are used to compute the predicted flow
values pp̂f , q̂ f q. Table III reports results on the satisfaction of
constraints (2a), (3a), (3b), and (4) in percentage. Table IV
complements these results and reports the mean violations for
the violated constraints in Table III. Power balance constraints
(6a) and (6b) are also included. The mean violations are
small, indicating the strong accuracy of the OPF-DNN
predictions. Moreover, the violation pattern over the buses for
constraints (6a) displays the same behavior as that observed
for the errors on the branch flows: the errors tend to be very
small for buses adjacent to branches carrying large flows.
Figure 4 visualizes this information for a representative case
study: it reports the mean absolute violations of constraints
(6a) for the MSR test case. Observe how small the constraint
violations are in absolute terms.
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Fig. 3: Prediction Errors over Buses, Generators, and Branches. The Ground Truth and Error Graphs are in Different Scales.
Test Case
89 pegase
118 ieee
300 ieee
MSR
France EHV
France Lyon

(2a)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)

(6a)

(6b)

ă0.01
ă0.01
ă0.01
ă0.01
0.01
ă0.01

4.52
1.83
0.43
0.62
2.94
1.30

0.45
0.18
0.20
0.12
0.79
0.50

1.39
0.21
-

0.25
0.04
0.16
0.09
0.24
0.16

1.01
0.10
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.16

TABLE IV: Mean violation for violated AC-OPF constraints.
The violation is expressed in kV, MW and MVA for constraints
2a, (3a, 6a) and (3b, 4, 6b), respectively.

F. Objective Values
Table V compares the objective values from the AC-OPF
optimizations with those obtained by the OPF-DNN predictions. In addition, the table also compares the costs obtained
from the load flow model (2) seeded with the OPF-DNN
predictions. In particular,
řNtestTable Vcˆi reports the average relative
|1 ´ ci | ˆ 100, where ci is the
objective error N1test i“1
AC-OPF objective value and ĉi is either the objective value
produced by OPF-DNN or by the load flow solution. The
results demonstrate that the OPF-DNN produces objective
values closely approximate the AC-OPF costs. The closest
feasible solutions obtained by solving load flow are also
extremely accurate.

Fig. 4: Mean absolute violations of the active power balance
constraint (6a) for the MSR test case across all buses. The
ground truth and the violations are in different scales.
Test Case
89 pegase
118 ieee
300 ieee
MSR
France EHV
France Lyon

OPF-DNN

Load Flow

´3

0.13 ¨ 10´3
0.18 ¨ 10´3
0.42 ¨ 10´3
0.21 ¨ 10´3
0.16 ¨ 10´3
2.75 ¨ 10´3

25 ¨ 10
16 ¨ 10´3
10 ¨ 10´3
6 ¨ 10´3
5 ¨ 10´3
25 ¨ 10´3

TABLE V: Differences (in %) between the OPF, the OPFDNN objective values and the associated load flow objective.
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Train time
(min)

Predict time
(sec)

Train Mem.
(GB)

AC-OPF
(sec)

48
51
54
59
142
444

0.0013
0.0013
0.0014
0.0016
0.0016
0.0020

1.1
1.1
1.2
1.5
4.6
13.9

0.2
0.2
1.9
2.2
4.2
47.9

TABLE VI: Training and inference computational costs.

G. Time and Memory
Finally, table VI reports the average computation times and
the GPU memory utilization for the OPF-DNN training across
all benchmarks. In addition, it reports the time needed to
produce a prediction for a given instance. To give the proper
context, the table also reports the average time to solve the ACOPFs. For the case studies, the training times are reasonable
and the prediction times are up to 4 orders of magnitude
faster than the AC-OPF runtimes. OPF-DNN, thus, provides
an appealing tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
X. C ONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed OPF-DNN, a deep learning approach
to produce high-fidelity approximations of large-scale optimal
power flows in milliseconds. The approach combines deep
learning and Lagrangian duality to model the physical and
engineering constraints. Computational experiments on reallife case studies based on the French transmission system (up
to 3,400 buses and 4,500 lines) demonstrate the potential of the
approach. These results open a new avenue in approximating
the AC-OPF, a key building block in many power system applications, including expansion planning and security assessment
studies. Current work aims at scaling the approach to even
larger systems with over 104 buses, which raise challenges in
GPU memory and training time.
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